
Open on a woman in a thin, cotton sundress laying on a sand 

dune reading a book. There’s a lighthouse in the distance jetting 

out on a small peninsula. Her hair is clipped up with a few wisps 

flowing down near her face. They blow softly in the breeze.

She sets the book down at her side, looks out to sea and takes 

a satisfying breath of air. 

Super:  Today the air is perfect.

She smiles contently to herself, then reaches down to her 

other side and picks up her smartphone. We see the Daikin app 

onscreen as she adjusts the temperature.

The light in the lighthouse lights up for a moment, which 

triggers the whole scene to start transforming. 

The sand around her starts draining downward to reveal she 

has been propped up in her bed the whole time. The lighthouse 

structure fades out, but the light is actually her thermostat on 

the wall and what we believed to be the ocean is actually the 

infinity pool outside her plate glass windows. 

Super: Inside.

Her two daughters run into the room with their swimsuites on 

and jump onto the bed playfully.

Camera then pulls back rapidly through various walls and rooms 

of the home to land outside where the Daikin A/C unit is run-

ning.

Super:  Expect more from your HVAC.

Daikin

Air Intelligence

daikincomfort.com/airintelligence

Daikin TV: Sand Dunes_Summer

Visual
Music:  African female vocals  

with subtle drums beneath. 

SFX:  Ocean surf far off.  

Gulls cry occasionally in distance.

Audio

Today, the air is perfect.Today, the air is perfect.

Expect more from your HVAC.Expect more from your HVAC.
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from your HVAC.



Open on a woman in a thin, cotton sundress laying on a sand 

dune reading a book. There are some sailboats sailing in the 

distance and a lighthouse jetting out on a small peninsula. Her 

hair is clipped up with a few wisps flowing down near her face. 

They blow softly in the breeze.

She sets the book down at her side, looks out to sea and takes 

a satisfying breath of air. 

Super:  Today the air is perfect.

She smiles contently to herself, then reaches down to her 

other side and picks up her smartphone. We see the Daikin app 

onscreen as she adjusts the temperature.

The light in the lighthouse lights up for a moment, which 

triggers the whole scene to start transforming. 

The sand dunes and sailboats start tranforming to snow drifts 

and snow capped trees. A room with floor to ceiling windows 

begins to take shape around her. The lighthouse structure fades 

out, but the light is actually her thermostat on the wall. The 

sand drains downward to reveal she has been propped up in her 

bed the whole time imagining herself at the beach. 

Super: Inside.

Her two daughters run into the room and jump onto the bed 

playfully. Our scene burns to white. 

Super:  Expect more from your HVAC.

Daikin

Air Intelligence

daikincomfort.com/airintelligence

Daikin TV: Sand Dunes_Winter

Visual
Music:  African female vocals  

with subtle drums beneath. 

SFX:  Ocean surf far off.  

Gulls cry occasionally in distance.

Audio
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Today, the air is perfect.Today, the air is perfect.

Expect more from your HVAC.Expect more from your HVAC.




